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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

HOUSTON DIVISION 

KENT WEISENBERG AND 
INSPAR. FIELD SERVICES, LLC 

VS. 	 § 	C.A. 	  

PLANET RESOURCE RECOVERY, 
INC., KURT NEUBAUER 

PLAINTIFFS' ORIGINAL COMPLAINT 
AND REQUEST FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

TO THE HONORABLE UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE: 

COMES NOW, KENT WEISENBERG ("Weisenberg") and INSPAR FIELD 

SERVICES, LLC ("Inspar"), hereinafter referred to collectively as Plaintiffs, and files this, their 

Original Complaint against PLANET RESOURCE RECOVERY, INC. (Planet") and KURT 

NEUBAUER ("Neubauer"), hereinafter referred to collectively as Defendants, and for cause of 

action would respectively show unto this court the following: 

PARTIES  

I. 	Plaintiff Kent Weisenberg is a resident of the State of Florida. 

2. Inspar Field Services, LLC is a limited liability company registered under the laws ofthe 

State of Florida. 

3. Planet Resource Recovery, Inc. is a Nevada corporation doing business in Houston and 

Richmond, Texas. It can be served with citation in this matter through its registered agent, Kurt 

Neubauer at its registered office located at 2006 Thompson Road, Suite 203, Richmond, Texas 

77469, or at any other place that he may be located in the State of Texas. 
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4. Kurt Neubauer is the President/CEO/Chairman and Director of Planet and is aresident of 

Rosenberg, Texas. He can be served with citation in this matter at his place of employment 

located at 10101 Southwest Freeway, Suite 300, Houston, Texas 77074, or any other place that 

he may be found within the State of Texas, including his residence located at 2710 Lee Circle, 

Rosenberg, Texas 77471. 

YURIS6ICTION 

5. This action alleges violations of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, particularly 

violations of both, e.g., 15 U.S.C. § 78j and violations of Rule 10b-5 (17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5) as 

	pronunlgatedhy-the:SEeaszsetforthmore-iully:below=Therefore-ghis:courthas:jnrisdictionm 	  

this action under 15 U.S.C. § 78aa and 28 U.S.C. § 1331. 

FACTS  

6. Inspar is a Florida limited liability company which was involved in the business of 

robotic pipeline rernediation technologies under the operating name Inspar Field Services. 

Weisenberg is the sole owner of Inspar. Inspar used certain assets including but not limited to 

intellectual property encompassing patents, concepts and continuations in process ("CIF's") (all 

of which were owned and controlled by Weikt,iberg) (the "Intellectual Property") to help service, 

and remediate pipelines. A listing of the Intellectual Property is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" 

and incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. Exhibit "A" contains an Application 

number, Patent number and a description of the Intellectual Property. 

7. On or about April 1, 2010, Planet issued a Letter of Intent to Weisenberg and Inspar 

wherein Planet proposed to purchase 100% of the interest of the Inspar companies (including the 

Intellectual Property) in return for 15,000,000 shares of Planet Common Restricted Stock. In 

connection with this transaction Planet was to sell to Weisenberg 15,000,000 of the Planet 
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Common Restricted Stock, and Weisenberg Was toP execute a new three (3) year Employment 

Agreement becoming the President/CEO of a newly formed subsidiary (Inspar Robotic 

Technologies, Inc. ("1RT")). A copy of the Letter of Intent is attached hereto as Exhibit "B". 

8. On or about April 15, 2010 an Asset Purchase Agreement was entered into by Inspar, 

Weisenberg and Planet, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "C". Additionally, 

Weisenberg and Planet entered into the Employment Agreement contemplated by the Letter of 

Intent making Weisenberg the President and Chief Executive Officer of IRT. 

9. In entering into this purchase and sales agreement, the Plaintiffs relied upon a number of 

 representations—made=by- he=Defendants4through=-press-7-releases=and-7-direct=statam-gnts of   

Neubauer) regarding the value of the stock, the transferability of the stock, the performance of 

the company, the plans for future growth of the 'company and its subsidiaries, and the company's 

relationship with other subsidiaries. 

10. Contrary to the continual representations made by Planet to Weisenberg regarding the 

strength and viability of Planet, shortly after the closing of these transactions, the Plaintiffs began 

to learn of facts and circumstances wherein Planet and its management (including Neubauer) 

engaged in a series of wrongful acts. These acts included a fraudulent scheme of misstatements 

and omissions to the investing public and the Plaintiffs regarding the viability of Planet, non 

disclosure that Planet was uninsured, along withunregistered non-exempt offerings of security, 

mail and wire fraud, and potentially illegal payments to investor relations persons. This 

fraudulent scheme was uncovered after a review of documentation including Pink Sheet reports 

and filings, corporate filings, asset and property records, investor relations material and third 

party websites. These misrepresentations, and/or omissions of material fact, were relied upon by 

the Plaintiffs and induced them into this transaction for the purchase and sale of securities. 
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11. Specifically, the Plaintiffs learned that the Defendants issued false press releases 

regarding contracts in order to escalate the value of the stock. For example, the press releases 

spoke of the strength of Planet's relationship with a subsidiary called Rada Technologies Inc. It 

was later discovered, as it was not disclosed in Planet's SEC filings, that the former owners of 

Rada initiated multiple lawsuits against Planet and Neubauer in Federal Court. The parallels 

between the complaints filed by the former Rada owners are incontrovertibly similar to some of 

those as posed in this complaint. 

12. The press releases also specifically spoke of the value of the PetroLuxus technology and 

 theeproprietaxy-nature-of-this-produet,,There—were-a-number-ofpress-releasesT-particularlFthose  

issued on July 19, 2007, August 2, 2007, January 18, 2008, February 14, 2008, May 31, 2008, 

June 17, 2008, July 8, 2008, and March 3, 2009, that spoke of the value and functionality of this 

technology. However, it turned out that these press releases were filled with false and misleading 

information. These press releases contained false information regarding the past functionality of 

the technology, the formulation and its uniqueness, the development of the product and the 

marketing of the product, sales in Nigeria and Canada, and the revenues generated from the 

technology. All of this was done to artificially inflate  the value of Planet and its stock. The press 

releases contain numerous examples of the fraud perpetrated by the Defendants. 

13. It was later learned by the Plaintiffs that Petroluxus has identical chemical formulation 

and functionality resemblances to a product developed and marketed as Diamond Fl0TM by a 

corporation named Sequoia Interests Inc. In March of 2007 an article disseminated by Neubauer 

stated that he as well as other current Planet officers previously worked for Sequoia Interests Inc. 

Remarkably Planet's Petroluxus registered trademark and the registered trademark of Sequoia 

contain the exact same artwork. This subsequently realized information would lead a prudent 
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person to seriously question the 'proprietary' nature of Petroluxus's functionality, chemical 

formulation and patentability as Neubauer and his management team touted for the past four 

years. Incidentally, Sequoia Interests Inc. was named in a complaint filed by the SEC on 

February 6, 2006 which involved stock manipulation and for "issuing press releases that 

contained materially false information in order to mislead people into buying stock." The 

Catalyst Group Inc. was the media relations firth for Sequoia. The Catalyst Group was/is owned 

by Enrique Salinas the current CCO of Planet. Sequoia Interests is a wholly owned subsidiary of 

Baby Bee Bright Inc. In. 2005 Baby Bee Bright Inc entered into a contract with Amerivestors Inc, 

orporationi--whols=direetommKuraleubauer-gto,elevatab-y--BmBright-Corporationinto  

the public domain." Amerivestors was compensated with cash and stock in Baby Bee Bright 

pursuant to a an Amerivestor's press release dated July 15, 2005. The aforementioned abstract of 

the undeniable intertwining of these corporations and their products is only a ripple in the pool of 

players in this series of fraudulent schemes, non disclosures and misrepresentations. 

14, 	As yet another example, on August 11, 2010 and a September 1, 2010 press releases 

wherein the company boasts about PetroLikus PE, and describes a patent application 

concerning, "Remediation of Metal Contaminated Water with Hydrogen Sulfide" and "Treatment 

of High Paraffin Content in Well Bores" respectively. In the August 11th  release Neubauer is 

quoted as stating, "The filing of this patent is a milestone for our company. This is the first of 

many pending technologies we intend on filing for patent protection." What the company failed 

to disclose is that the specific patent applications related to a basically non-patentable processes 

and as such, the company had knowledge that their application would never result in the issuance 

of any patents pursuant to the regulations of the United States Patent and Trademark Office. In 
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other words, the company simply filed out the "provisional" applications (a very simple process, 

usually done online and without any of the formal requisites of a on-provisional patent 

application) as a basis to defraud the investing public by creating a false appearance with regard 

to the future value of a patent, when, in reality, the patent application had no real value as there is 

no such thing as a provisional patent. In fact, Planet never intended to conduct any legitimate 

business as a result of these patent applications. This September release serves as further 

evidence of the ongoing fraudulent scheme to boost Planet's stock value and defraud investors 

like the Plaintiffs. 

	The-press:releaseszegarding:RadaZechnologies and:PetroLuxus.3Arere.relied.-upomby-the 	  

Plaintiffs in the purchase of securities in Planet and contained false and misleading information 

about Planet, its ongoing business operations and its subsidiaries. And then, the Plaintiffs 

learned that Neubauer, while inflating the purported value of Planet's stock on false pretenses 

was simultaneously selling off his stock to reap significant personal gain. 

16. 	The press releases relied upon by the Plaintiffs also included false and fraudulent 

information pertaining to the mining operations of Planet and agreements in place. This 

information was used to showcase the value of Planet's stock. Had Plaintiffs known of the falsity 

of the information concerning the mining operations and agreements, no stock sale transactions 

would have taken place. For example: 

a. 	By press release dated April 6$, 2010, Planet made representations regarding 
technology that it did not have, The press release references a Memorandum of 
Understanding with. El Capitan Precious Metals, Inc., which was a fraudulent 
scheme representing that Planet possessed proprietary technology to process 
precious metals. In the release Planet stated "This ore is processed with 
PLANET's Selective Electro-winning process and MicroProcessor Control 
System -- proprietary processes developed by PLANET to balance the 
chemistries and temperatures for the extraction and separation of the targeted 
precious metals. PLANET is currently in the process of crafting the abstracts for 
these new technologies for Patent application submittal." This is not true. 
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b. By press release dated April 8, 2010, Planet represented that it entered into a joint 
venture with Franklin Mining Inc., to develop and operate the San Antonia de 
Twirl Antimony mine in Bolivia. However, neither the Bolivia Ministry of 
Mines, Minerabnundi, or the USGS can identify this mine as being located in 
Bolivia or every producing antimony. Additionally as to their credibility it noted 
in its investor abstract that this Mille was located near a city identified as 
"Tinkipaya" Bolivia. Tinldpayanot a city in Bolivia but rather a culture or "tribe' 
of people in Bolivia and; 

c. By press release dated May 28, 2008, Planet represented that it entered into a 
"collaboration" agreement with American Bio Feedstock of Florida and that "To 
date, Affordable Bio Feedstock has purchase commitments from Biodiesel 
producers approaching 50 million gallons of raw feedstock annually once the 
technology is developed and deployed. This quantity of raw feedstock represents 
an estimated $25 million per year revenue stream for Planet Resource Recovery, 
	nrcnus 	was noftrue. 

17. 	Subsequently Planet issued another press release update on August 22, 2008 concerning 

Bio Feedstock. In this press release Planet stated: 
.1 

», 
"Amer representatives from both companies jointly completed testing and 
evaluation of processes and techniques for utilizing Planet Resource 
Recovery, Inc.'s premier product, PetroLuxusTM, for separation and 
recovery of oils from trap grease and other sources for waste grease, ABF 
launched into the construction of their pilot plant in July. To date, ABF is 
approximately 75 percent completed and is estimated to be online by mid-
September 2008. Based on market research, the State of Florida alone will 
require approximately 110 plants to treat and process waste brown grease. 
ABF's technology has been developed solely around the efficacy of 
PetroLuxusTM and will be an additional revenue stream for Planet 
Resource Recovery, Inc. Planet Resource Recovery, Inc. representatives 
will meet with ABP at the end of August to execute a long-term contract. 
Planet Resource Recovery, Inc. will work exclusively with ABF for the 
treatment of waste brown grease in the United States." 

This represented a fraudulent portrayal as per investigation there is no publically disseminated 

information by Affordable Bio Feedstock concerning their utilization of Petroluxus nor would 

they validate utilizing Planets any of Planet's technologies or any "long term" contract with 

Planet. 
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18 	Prior to closing, Neubauer also misrepresented the nature of the restricted stock 

purchased by Weisenberg. Neubauer represented that the restriction would be "lifted" in one 

year from the date of issuance or within six months from the filing of the company's Form S-10 

which Neubauer and management represented was to be filed shortly after the closing with 

Inspar. That Form has yet to be filed as of the 'date of this Complaint. Upon recent research of 

past press releases, Neubauer and Planet's management have touted this filing as being "nearly 

completed" since 2007. Weisenberg entered into the transaction based upon the representation 

that he would be able to sell his stock within approximately six months to one year from closing 

 IV-appear-s-lhis=wilkieverzcomego:fruition,---contratFtolthelrepresentations:madeizbased=on---the  

activities of the Defendants. As such, the Plaintiffs are left holding restricted stock, incapable of 

being transferred, while Neubauer sells off his stock realizing significant gains. 

19. These same representations were made by Neubauer and Planet's management to all key 

employees of IRT that received restricted stock as part of their compensation packages to lure 

their signatures on employment contracts. One of Mr. Neubauer' frequent quotes, prior to and 

after the closing of the agreement, to the Plaintiffs and r_RT management when capital 

expenditures were being discussed was, "Hey, we are sitting on a pile of money let's just get it 

done." Additionally, Mr. Neubauer and otherlplanet officers mislead the Plaintiff's and MT 

management to believe that Planet had a $20 million line of credit with an Investment firm in 

New York as well as substantial investments pursuant to their upcoming presence on the 

Frankfurt stock markets. 

20. Paradoxically, Planet completely abandoned lRT's operation including the failure to pay 

employees and vendors only four months after ]RT began operations. The management of Planet 

(including Neubauer) nearly cut off all communications with Weisenberg, and to this day holds 
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18 Prior to closing, Neubauer also misrepresented the nature of the restricted stock

purchased by Weisenberg. Neubauer represented that the restriction would be "lifted" in one

year jfrom the date of issuance or within six months from the filing of the company's Form S-10

which Neubauer and management represented was to be filed shortly after the closing with

Inspar. That Form has yet to be filed as of the'date of this Complaint. Upon recent research of

past press releases, Neubauer and Planet's management have touted this filing as being "nearly

completed" since 2007. Weisenberg entered into the transaction based upon the representation

that he would be able to sell his stock within approximately six months to one year from closing

4i?appear-s4M5:^lteeveF^come=to^=fruition=contraiy=to4he:;representations-^

activities of the Defendants. As such, the Plaintiffs are left holding restricted stock, incapable of

being transferred, while Neubauer sells off Ms stock realizing significant gains.

19. These same representations were made by Neubauer and Planet's management to all key

employees of IRT that received restricted stock as part of their compensation packages to lure

their signatures on employment contracts. One of Mr. Neubauer' frequent quotes, prior to and

after the closing of tihie agreement, to the Plaintiffs and IRT management when capital

expenditures were being discussed was, "Hey, we are sitting on a pile of money let's just get it

done." Additionally, Mr. Neubauer and other ̂ Planet officers mislead the PlaintifPs and IRT

management to believe that Planet had a $20 million line of credit with an Investment firm in

New York as well as substantial iavestments pursuant to their upcoming presence on the

Frankfurt stock markets.

20. Paradoxically, Planet completely al:>andoned IRTs operation including the failure to pay

employees and vendors only four months after IRT began operations. The management of Planet

(including Neubauer) nearly cut off all communications with Weisenberg, and to this day holds
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IRT and the Intellectual Property as hostage. The only communications were sporadic directives 

to other IRT staffthat would only benefit Planet and its management. This was done in complete 

contradiction to the representations and obligations found within the Letter of Intent, in which 

Neubauer stated, ""Planet will provide working capital for the Subsidiary to sustain the startup 

and growth of the marketing and licensing efforts as it facilitates its business plan including 

staffing, office space and other essential necessities to advance the company." These 

representations were material inducement to the Plaintiffs in moving forward with these 

transactions and the purchase and sale of these securities. R appears that Planet had no intention 

 crf-fully=fnnding=IR-T-=and=use-d-4hatnducement--to=lure--the---- laintiffs--into-tra-Gonapany.  

Neubauer then used that acquisition to inflate the value of Planet's stock, sold his own personal 

stock when it was at its maximum value, and tied the hands of the investors (such as the 

Plaintiffs) with restricted stock. 

21. The Plaintiffs were not aware of these transgressions during the course of the 

negotiations or at the time the Asset Purchase, and Stock Purchase transactions were 

consummated. Material information required by the securities laws was never disclosed to the 

Plaintiffs and/or was purposefully omitted. Had Plaintiffs been aware of this information, they 

would not have entered into the agreement and transaction. Nor would the Plaintiff's have 

transferred the Intellectual Property. At no time would the Plaintiffs ever entered into a 

transaction where they obtained unmarketable shares of a company whose management engaged 

in illegal activities as more particularly described herein. 

22. The public filings of Planet posted on Pink Sheets prior to April 10, 2010 display 

unaudited financial statements. Weisenberg relied upon this information in making his decision 

to purchase Planet's securities and sell his Intellectual Property. Those unaudited financial 

9 
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statements contained numerous, material, non;-disclosures and omissions including but not 

limited to the following: 

a. The Chief Executive Officer of the company held a convertible note as of 
the end of February, 2009. Unbeknownst to Plaintiffs, the audited 
financial statements reflect the note was, in fact, converted into 19,759 
Series A preferred shares in 2008; 

b. Each one of the Series A shares is convertible into 3,000 shares of 
common stock; yet the statements fail to disclose that anti-takeover 
provisions were granted as a result of the issuance of such shares and 
each share holds super voting rights that entitle the holder to 3,000 times 
the number of votes to which a holder of the same number of common 
shares is entitled. The shares of Series A Preferred Stock are anti-dilutive 
to reverse splits, and therefore, in the case of a reverse split, are 

 convertible-=to=the--mm:tbeFof--uonunonhareszefter=the=re-verse-spliVas  
would have been equal to the one to 3,000 ratio prior to the reverse split. 
Notwithstanding, shares of Series A Preferred Stock would participate in 
forward splits, and may not be diluted by a reverse split following a 
forward split; 

c. They fail to disclose that the company raised proceeds of more than 
$750,000.00 in 2008, and $9564,950.00 in 2009 from sale of its common 
stock and received $250,000.00 in 2008 from the sale of common stock 
purchased Warrants. They fail to disclose that the company received cash 
proceeds of $1,984,979.00 in 2010 from,sales of its common stock and 
$862,000.00 from the sale of convertible notes as well as $450,000.00 
from the exercise of stock option; and 

They fail to disclose material litigation against the company that was 
initiated by former officers and shareholders of the company, 

Had the Plaintiffs known the truth regarding these issues, they would not have entered into this 

purchase of securities. By providing these false representations, the Defendants were fraudulent 

in inducing the Plaintiffs into this transaction. 

23. 	In addition to the foregoing, the Defendants improperly represented that Planet 	is not a 

"shell company" pursuant to SEC Rule 405 ofthe Securities Act of 1933. These statements 

reflect that there are 5,663,334 shares in the piablic float held by 532 holders. In Item 11, the 
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Had the Plaintiffs known the truth regarding ,these issues, they would not have entered into this

purchase of securities. By providing these false representations, the Defendants were fraudulent

in inducing the Plaintiffs into this transaction.

23. In addition to the foregoing, the Defendants improperly represented that Planet is not a

"shell company" pursuant to SEC Rule 405 of the Securities Act of 1933. These statements
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company stated that it, "issued 5,000,000 free trading 504 exempt common shares for services" 

to Corporate Positioning Services. The 5,000,000 represent 90% of the public float and these 

shares were issued for services purportedly rendered to a corporation whose controlled persons 

are not disclosed as required by Rule 15c2-11. 

24. Moreover, a search of the public records reflects that Corporate Positioning Services is a 

company controlled by the Defendant Neubauer, the company's Chief Executive Officer. 

Despite the foregoing, Mr. Neubauer's control is not disclosed, 

25. In addition, the statements also misstate that the shares could be issued free of trading 

 under--Rule-04Tursuant-toxemptionlfrom:registration-imder--T-exalaw---- ecause.--ofthe  

manner in which the offering would have been integrated into subsequent offerings, the shares 

would necessarily exceed the $1,000,000.00 allowed by Rule 504 and thus the exemption that 

the Defendants claimed was available was, in fact, not available. 

26. The Defendants represented in its filings pursuant to SEC Rule 405 of the Securities Act 

of 1933 that Planet is not considered a "shell company". This same document also reflects that 

there are 5,663,334 shares in the public,float held by a 532 holders. Under Item 11 the company 

publically states that it "issued 5,000,000 free trading, 504 exempt common shares for services" 

to Corporate Positioning Services. Those 5,000,000 purportedly represent 905 of the public float 

and these shares were issued for services supposedly rendered to a corporation whose controlled 

persons are not disclosed as required by Rule 15c2-11. Notwithstanding these false 

representations, public records reflect that Corporate Positioning Services is a company 

controlled by the Defendant Neubauer, Planet's Chief Executive Officer This material fact is 

not properly disclosed under SEC rules nor was it disclosed to Weisenberg. Had this information 
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been disclosed to Weisenberg he never would have entered into the transaction for the purchase 

and sale of securities described herein. 

27. Moreover, even if 504 were available for the 5,000,000 shares being issued, the offer 

would have integrated with subsequent offerings which exceed the $1,000,000.00 allowed by 

Rule 504 and consequently, the Rule 504 exemption would not be available. 

28. A subsequent review of the numerous other publically disseminated press releases along 

with related e-mail communications, revealed materially false and misleading information 

consistent with the Defendants' previous course of conduct. These material misrepresentations 

	include.butare.not=limited.ta-the=followina: 	  

a. False and misleading statements regarding alleged oil cleanup activities in 
the Gulf of Mexico. Planet issued press releases indicating that it 
received jobs and contracts that it did not receive with Brownfield REM 
Corporation for the recovery and restoration of the water of the Gulf of 
Mexico related to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill; 

b. Planet misrepresented material facts relating to its purchase of the 
Intellectual Property and Inspar's history in this industry. These 
statements falsely inflated the number of patents acquired and how long 
Inspar was in business to add credibility to the purchase and help inflate 
stock prices. Moreover when questioned about potential 
misrepresentations in this and other press release drafts prior to 
publication, Neubauer, Planet's Officers and agents would reply, to 
paraphrase: "this is what the Safe Harbor disclaimer is for; 

c. False and misleading statements about the Sorprensa Antimony Mine in 
Bolivia. The Sorpresa ,mine is not documented to produce antimony 
pursuant to the Bolivian,,Ministry of Mines, Mineralmundi or the United 
States Geological Survey (USGS) but rather a small past producer of 
Tungsten and Copper. (See USGS MRDS ID — B1203324 & Deposit 
ID —10006327) Planet issued press releases stating, upon the calculation 
of the data presented with mathematical correlation to the Bolivia 
Ministry of Mines production documentation, that this purported small 
single mine would increase Bolivia's total yearly antimony production 
for the entire country by as much as 85% and; 

d. As noted above, misleading information regarding the company's status 
as a shell company under Rule 405 of the Securities Act. 
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29. In addition to the foregoing, and prior tq the closing of the stock sales transaction, Planet 

failed to disclose to the Plaintiff that it was the subject of various criminal and civil actions 

concerning its failure to pay employee wages. These too are material omissions that, bad 

Plaintiffs known of their existence, Plaintiffs never would have entered into the sale transaction. 

30. Planet's Pink Sheet filings also failed to disclose the state and federal exemptions relied 

upon for offer and sale of the company's common stock to the more than 25 investors who raised 

hundreds of thousands of dollars within just a few months. Unlike the purportedly "free trading" 

shares issued to the undisclosed corporate ego of Neubauer for purported services, investors like 

Weisenberg invested in restricted securities without the benefit of these required disclosures. 

31. The Defendants caused the Defendant planet to issue at least 5,000,000 to affiliated 

persons as defined in Section 2(11) of the Secnrities Act. Based upon the public trading data 

reviewed, Plaintiffs contend that these affiliated persons participated in an unregistered public 

distribution of the company's common stock, No registration data was ever filed with the 

commission. Likewise, no statement was in effect with regard to any offer or sale of the 

company's securities during the relevant periods. 

32. Documents filed with the Nevada Secretary of State as well as other public documents 

revealed that Planet had years of inactivity-and as such, was clearly a shell company. Plaintiffs 

allege that the company's representations that it was not a shell company were false and 

actionable. Because Planet was, if fact, a shell company, the value of the consideration paid to 

Weisenberg in connection with the sale transaction was diminished from that which was 

represented. These are material misrepresent4ions for which Plaintiff relied to his detriment. 

13 
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33. Plaintiffs contend that there is littlelikelihood that Planet could obtain properly audited 

financial statements. As a result, Weisenberg may never realize any value whatsoever from the 

shares issued to him. Obviously, had Weisenberg been aware of this fact be would never have 

entered into this transaction. 

34. A thorough review of the trading 	and prices of Planet's common stock revealed 

unlawful gains as a result of the false, misleading and fraudulent press releases and public 

information falsely describing Planet's business activities. Trading records reflect that the price 

of the company's common stock increased from $.07 per share to as high as $.75 per share 

	durinFthe—heightofthisinvestoelation:actiAzityzand=the.=disseminationz-of--thesalspress 	  

releases. During this relevant period trading volume increased from as low as 1,000 shares per 

day to more than 250,000 shares daily during the peak of the press campaign. The false 

information disseminated coupled with the falsely inflated stock price and trading volumes 

portrayed a false picture to the investing public as well as the Plaintiffs. Had Weisenberg known 

of the falsity of the information being disseminated by the company and its investor relations 

personal he would never have entered into the cSt' ock transaction made the basis of this lawsuit. 

35. While the Defendant Neubauer financially benefited from the infusion of proceeds 

resulting from the undisclosed and illegal stocbsales (based upon inflated volumes and inflated 

stock price) Neubauer was selling investor's restricted stock they could never resell. In other 

words, while investors were infusing money into the company based upon false and fraudulent 

information, and receiving restricted shares of stock, the Defendant Neubauer, the Chief 

Executive Officer of Planet, was simultaneously selling his stock and reaping the benefit of the 

infused capital. Had Weisenberg been made aware of these fraudulent activities, he never would 

have sold the patented technology and intellectual property under the terms of the Agreements. 

- 	11 4 
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Plaintiffs contend that the ownership of those patents should remain with the Plaintiffs since any 

transfer of any intellectual property was the result of fraud, misrepresentations and illegal 

activities. Title to the patents and all the intellectual properties should be with the Plaintiffs. 

36. 	The unlawful and fraudulent activities described in this complaint appear to be part of a 

pattern of conduct with many of the players involved in this transaction. Plaintiffs later learned 

that Planet's head of investor relations was complicit in the day to day operations of Planet and 

was responsible for, but not limited to, the investor relations activities for another public 

companies, such as, SpongeTech Delivery Systems, Inc., Health Tech International, and National 

	Stem-Cell-Holdings,_Incesulting71:nnnmerous-oivil=suitsabthe=Securitieszand:--Exchange 	  

Commission, shareholder class action suits, FBI racketeering and organized crime indictments, 

and other federal indictments in both the Eastern and Southern. Districts of New York. The 

pattern of securities violations with regard to SpongeTech, Planet, and others is indisputable and 

the commonality of actors undeniable. There are other examples of similar fraudulent schemes 

being utilized by a common pool of players,on behalf of the Defendants which includes evidence 

of illegally free trading shares based upon a sham Texas 504 exemption and the delivery of a 

portion of such shares to a promoter who engaged in illegal investor relations activity. 

37, 	The undisclosed receipt of illegally free trading shares by Neubauer, as well as the 

company's misrepresentations concerning its status as a shell company under Rule 405, coupled 

with the sham legal opinions and false and fraudulent press releases disseminated, gives rise to 

causes of action for fraud, federal and state anti-fraud securities violations, insider trading and 

violations of Section 17b. Had the Plaintiffs been aware of this conduct and these violations, 

they would never have entered into the Agreement for Sale, nor would they have transferred 

Inspar's patents or intellectual properties and processes. 
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38. Because of the illegal and fraudulent activities identified in the preceding paragraphs, and 

specifically because of the illegal stock offerings, contingent liabilities were created but never 

disclosed to the Plaintiffs, Had Plaintiffs been made aware of these contingent liabilities of the 

stock transaction , they would never have taken place. 

39. Plaintiffs further contend, that as part of the fraud, the financial statements of Planet for 

the relevant time periods reflect improperly booked entries, including but not limited to those 

related to the receipt of shares by affiliated persons for services and the alleged value of services. 

Had Plaintiffs known of the falsity of these book entries tie underlying sale transaction with 

	Plaintiffs-wouldlie.vmhave-taken-place. 	  

CAUSES OF ACTION  
VIOLATION OF FEDERAL SECURITIES LAWS  

40. Plaintiffs incorporate the factual allegations and the contentions contained in the 

foregoing paragraphs. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. Section 78u-4(b)(2), the Defendants engaged in 

wrongful conduct and acted. with the state of mind to be actionable in connection with the sale of 

the securities subject of this lawsuit. The Defendants knew at the time that the representations of 

omission and commission were made, that they were false and misleading. The Defendants 

acted with knowledge and intent, and they had the requisite scienter in that the facts and 

circumstances giving rise to the fraudulent scheme. This is part of a pattern and course of 

conduct by the Defendants exercised over the course of time. 

41. The representations, both by commission and omission made by the Defendants had no 

other purpose than to induce the Plaintiffs into the stock transaction made the basis of this 

lawsuit. The false and misleading representations made to the Plaintiffs by the Defendants were 

done with the intention that Plaintiffs rely on those representations, which they did. 

16 
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circumstances giving rise to the fraudulent scheme. This is part of a pattern and course of

conduct by the Defendants exercised over the course of time.

41. The representations, both by commission and omission made by the Defendants had no

other purpose than to induce the Plaintiffs info the stock transaction made the basis of this

lawsuit. The false and misleading representatidris made to the Plaintiffs by the Defendants were

done with the intention that Plaintiffs rely on those representations, which they did.
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42. As a result of the representations by the Defendants and Plaintiffs' reliance upon those 

representations, the Plaintiffs entered into certain written contracts involving the sale of stock 

and other related items which have been more fully described above. 

43. The Defendants have attempted to exercise ownership, dominion and control over the 

patents, intellectual property and trade secrets; of the Plaintiffs, which transactions should be 

unwound as a result of the fraud and misrepresentations set forth herein. 

VIOLATION OF TEXAS SECURITIES LAWS 

44. Plaintiffs incorporate the factual allegations and the contentions contained in the 

	foregoingFparagraphs.—Pursuantato=TexasaRevisecheiviE-Statutezart=58 3;.-the-.Defendants 	  

engaged in wrongful conduct and violated the Texas Blue Sky Law. The Defendants sold 

securities by means of untrue statements of material facts and omissions of material facts. The 

Defendants knew the falsity of their statements at the time they were made, and the statements 

were intended to induce, and did induce, the Plaintiffs into selling the Intellectual Property. As a 

result of the Defendants' actions, the Plaintiffs seek recision and damages as allowed by 

applicable law. 

RECISION 

45. Plaintiffs incorporate the factual allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs. As a 

result of the fraud and misrepresentations exercised upon the Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs are entitled to 

the remedy of rescission. Weisenberg is entitled to recover, upon the tender of the restricted 

stock paid to him, all the consideration he provided in connection with the sale transaction 

including but not limited all of the intellectual property, patents, trade secrets and the like that 

were transferred to Planet. 

VIOLATION OF 27.01 OF THE TEXAS BUSINESSS 
AND COMMERCE CODE AND COMMON LAW FRAUD  
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46. Plaintiffs incorporate the factual allegations contained in the foregoing paragraphs. The 

underlying facts and allegations give rise to a cause of action under the Texas Business and 

Commerce Code, Section 27.01 which relates to fraud in a stock transaction. As such, the 

Defendants are liable to the Plaintiffs for the remedy of rescission as set forth previously. 

Alternatively, the Defendants are liable to the Plaintiffs for their actual damages plus pre-

judgment interest at the legal rate. 

47. The actions described herein also constitute common law fraud. The Defendants made 

material misrepresentations upon which the Plaintiffs relied to their detriment. The Defendants 

made those representations with the intent that the Plaintiff act upon them. As a result of the 

Plaintiffs' reliance, they suffered damages for which they now sue. 

.VRAIlD IN THE INDUCEMENT  

48. 	Planet and Neubauer made various and specific representations to the Plaintiffs as 

inducement to entering the Asset Purchase Agreement. Those representations include the items 

specifically described hereinabove in the press releases, the unaudited financial statements, and 

the promises in the Letter of Intent. These representations were material, they were false, and the 

Plaintiffs relied upon them to their detriment. See Formosa Plastics Corp. , 960 S.W.2d at 47- 

48; see also In re First Merit Bank 52 S.W.5d 749, 758 (Tex. 2001). As such, the Asset 

Purchase Agreement is void and all consideration should be returned to the Plaintiffs, including 

the Intellectual Property. 

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES 

49_ 	The conduct of the Defendants as alleged herein was aggravated by the kind of fraud for 

which the law allows the imposition of exemplary damages. The Defendants made material 
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misrepresentations that were false, knowing that they were false and with disregard of the truth 

and disregard to the rights of the Plaintiffs. Defendants' representations were made with the 

intent that those representations be acted upon by the Plaintiff.q. As such, Plaintiffs request the 

finder of fact assess exemplary damages against the Defendants for their wanton, willful and 

intentional conduct. 

ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 

50. In addition to the foregoing, the Plaintiffs were required to retain the services of the 

undersigned attorneys to file and prosecute this lawsuit. As such, and ptirsuant to applicable law, 

	the-P-laintiffs=seeto4ecov-er.--theirr-easonablwand--necessiny-attomeys4ees.and=costs 	 

INJUNCTIVE RELEIF 

51. Plaintiffs incorporate the factual alleialions contained in the foregoing paragraphs. 

52. The purpose of temporary restraining orders and preliminary injunction is to preserve the 

status quo pending determination of the merits of the case. See University of Texas v. 

Camenisch, 451 U.S. 390 (1981). The right to injunction can be found in federal statute, state 

law, or equity. See eBay Inc. v. MercExchanges, LLC 547 U.S. 388, 391 (2006). An injunction 

in equity should issue when a plaintiff demonstrates the following: 

a. Irreparable injury — injury that is actual, imminent, and cannot be prevented or 

fully rectified by a feral judgment. See eBay Inc., at 391; see also Deerfield Med 

Cir. V City of Deerfield Beach, 661 G.2d 328, 338 (514  Cir. 1981); 

b. No adequate remedy at 	exists when potential remedy would be illusory or 

difficult to obtain. See Wilson* Illinois S. Ry. 263 U.S. 574, 576 (1924); 
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c. A likelihood of success on the merits — but, the plaintiff need not prove that it 

will ultimately prevail. Abdul Wali v. Coughlin, 754 F.2d 1015, 1025 (2nd  Cir. 

1985).; 

d. The balance of hardships fayorfpreserving the status quo — that the injury the 

plaintiff faces outweighs the injury that could be sustained by the defendant as a 

result of the injunctive relief. Yalcus,v. U.S., 321 U.S. 414, 440 (1944).; and 

e. The effect on the public interest favor preserving the status quo — that the 

injunctive relief would not adversely affect public policy or the public interest. 

	SeegfanterntliaturaLResiefLeouneiizhIc.7.5- 55zU3...7_-(2008) 	 

See generally eBay Inc., 547 U.S. at 391. 

53. In this ease, the Plaintiffs seek a preliminary injunction prohibiting the Defendants from 

selling, disposing, encumbering, pledging, or in any way restricting ownership of the Intellectual 

Property identified on Exhibit A attached hereto. All of the Intellectual Property was owned by 

the Plaintiffs, and if the transaction subjectoftlgs lawsuit is rescinded, all ownership will return 

to the Plaintiffs. As such, it is necessary to preserve the status quo and keep the Defendants from 

doing anything to place this property out of the'reach of the Plaintiffs and this Court's remedial 

jurisdiction. 

54. If the Defendants do anything with this intellectual property during the pendency of this 

lawsuit, the injury to the Plaintiff will be irreparable. The very remedy sought by the Plaintiffs is 

the return of this property. Placing it out of the reach of the Plaintiffs, or otherwise encumbering 

the property, will result in the permanent depravation of the Plaintiffs' ownership, and thus there 

is no adequate remedy at law. 
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55. The evidence and affidavits attached to this Complaint demonstrate that the Plaintiffs 

have a likelihood of success on the merits of this case. Additionally, the granting of this 

injunction will not hinder, hamper, or insany other way affect the Defendant or the public 

interest. As such, it should be granted to protect the rights of the Plaintiffs pending the outcome 

of this Lawsuit. The Plaintiffs are willing to post a bond in order to secure this injunction. 

INDIVIDUAL LIABILITY  

56. In addition to the specific acts describedhereinabove, Neubauer is a persons who directly 

and/or indirectly controls Planet, the seller of these securities. Additionally, he acted directly 

	 and/oindirectlr-vvith:theintent--to:deceive:ordefraud=or-witirreckless7disregarillor-thrtithin. 	  

aiding Planet in the sale of the securities that are the subject of this lawsuit. As such, he is jointly 

and severally liable for the actions and omissions of Planet. 

CONCLUSION AND PRAYER 

57. Based on the foregoing, the Plaintiffs respectfully request the following: 

a. Actual damages (including attorneys' fees and costs); 

b. Recision; 

c. Preliminary Injunction;1 

d. Exemplary Damages;., u 

e. Attorneys fees and costs as permitted by applicable law; 

f. Pre judgment and post-jndgment interest as permitted by applicable law; 

g. Any and all further relief to which the Plaintiffs may be entitled. 

21 
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Respectfully Submitted, 

WEYCER, KAPLAN, PULASKI & ZUBER, P.C. 

By: 

State Bar No. 03776700 
TANYA N. GARRISON 
State Bar No. 24027180 
11 Greenway Plaza, Suite 1400 
Houston, Texas 77046 
Telephone: (713) 961-9045 
Facsimile: (713) 961-5341 

	A-TTORN- E=YS=F-ORR-L-AINTILFES 	 
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Respectfully Submitted,

WEYCBR, BCAPLAN, PULASKI & ZUBER, P.C.

.AN
State Bar No. 03776700
TANYA N. GARRISON

: State Bar No. 24027180
11 Gxeenway Plaza, Suite 1400
Houston, Texas 77046
Telephone: (713) 961-9045
Facsimile: (713) 961-5341
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